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Text:

At  the  Faculty  of  Mathematics  and  Natural  Sciences,  Department  of  Physics,  is  a  joint

appointment  with  the  German  Electron  Synchrotron  (DESY)  a

W3-S-Chair  of  "Theoretical  Particle  ─  development  of  theories  beyond  the

Standard  Model"

to  be  filled  as  soon  as  possible.

DESY  is  one  of  the  leading  centers  for  Astroparticle  and  Particle  Physics.  The  research

program  of  particle  physics  includes  a  strong  involvement  in  the  LHC  experiments  and

basic  research  in  the  field  of  theoretical  particle  in  the  Standard  Model  and  possible

extensions.  The  Institute  of  Physics,  Humboldt  University  is  also  involved  with  two

professorships  at  the  LHC  experiment  ATLAS.  The  research  interests  of  the  working  groups

in  the  field  of  theoretical  particle  physics  ranging  from  mathematical  physics  on  the

phenomenology  of  particle  physics  to  lattice  gauge  theory.

Candidates  /  students  should  be  expelled  through  excellence  with  international  recognition

in  the  field  of  theoretical  particle  physics  with  a  focus  on  the  development  of  models

beyond  the  Standard  Model.  Is  expected  to  close  cooperation  with  the  resident  at  the

Humboldt  University  workgroups.  In  addition  to  the  development  of  possible  standard

model  extensions  and  phenomenological  studies  of  experimental  verification  to  be  carried

out.  Place  special  emphasis  send  the  Higgs  physics.  It  is  expected  that  he  /  she  maintains

the  scientific  contacts  between  DESY  and  the  HU  and  active  in  the  DFG  Research  Training

Group  GK1504  "Mass,  Spectrum,  Symmetry:  Particle  Physics  in  the  Era  of  the  Large

Hadron  Collider"  cooperates.  He  /  she  should  be  at  all  levels  of  teaching  in  physics  at  the

HU  participate  (2  LVS)  and  will  have  the  opportunity  to  acquire  outside  of  a  creative

research  program.

Applicants  /  inside  must  meet  the  requirements  for  appointment  as  a  professor  /  to

professor  in  accordance  with  §  100  of  the  Berlin  Higher  Education  Act.

DESY  and  HU  aim  to  increase  the  proportion  of  women  in  research  and  teaching  and  calling

for  qualified  scientists  urgently  to  apply.  Severely  disabled  applicants  /  will  be  given
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The SM and... the LHC data so far

[and we, HEP practitioners, are all entitled for some royalties!]

The SM and... the LHC data so far

rules the world!

the same set of eqs. describe phenomena over 15 orders of magnitude
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The SM and... the rest of the Universe

[and we all have to return our royalties!]
is not enough

+...

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Fig. 1. Planck foreground-subtracted temperature power spectrum (with foreground and other “nuisance” parameters fixed to their
best-fit values for the base ⇤CDM model). The power spectrum at low multipoles (` = 2–49, plotted on a logarithmic multi-
pole scale) is determined by the Commander algorithm applied to the Planck maps in the frequency range 30–353 GHz over
91% of the sky. This is used to construct a low-multipole temperature likelihood using a Blackwell-Rao estimator, as described
in Planck Collaboration XV (2013). The asymmetric error bars show 68% confidence limits and include the contribution from un-
certainties in foreground subtraction. At multipoles 50  `  2500 (plotted on a linear multipole scale) we show the best-fit CMB
spectrum computed from the CamSpec likelihood (see Planck Collaboration XV 2013) after removal of unresolved foreground com-
ponents. The light grey points show the power spectrum multipole-by-multipole. The blue points show averages in bands of width
�` ⇡ 31 together with 1� errors computed from the diagonal components of the band-averaged covariance matrix (which includes
contributions from beam and foreground uncertainties). The red line shows the temperature spectrum for the best-fit base ⇤CDM
cosmology. The lower panel shows the power spectrum residuals with respect to this theoretical model. The green lines show the
±1� errors on the individual power spectrum estimates at high multipoles computed from the CamSpec covariance matrix. Note the
change in vertical scale in the lower panel at ` = 50.
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 Dark Matter
 Dark Energy
 Quantum gravity{
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More than ever, it is time to 
search for New Paradigms Beyond the SM
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He had a theoretical model
‣the Earth is round,  
‣Eratosthenes of Cyrene first estimated its circumference to be 250’000 stadia 
‣other measurements later found smaller values ☞Toscanelli’s map 
‣lost in unit-conversion or misled by post-truth statements, Columbus thought it 
was only 70’000 stadia, so he believed he could reach India in 4 weeks 

He had the right technology
‣Caravels were the only ships at that time to sail against the wind, necessary tool 
to fight the prevailing winds, aka Alizée. NB: this technology was known by the Vikings, but got lost 
to new generations

4

500 years ago: In Search for New Paradigms
Columbus had a great proposal: “reaching India by sailing from the West”

XVth century SM
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“theorists don’t need to be right! 
but progress needs theoretical models to motivate exploration”

“if your proposal is rejected, submit it again”

“you need the right technology to beat your competitors”

He had a theoretical model
‣the Earth is round,  
‣Eratosthenes of Cyrene first estimated its circumference to be 250’000 stadia 
‣other measurements later found smaller values ☞Toscanelli’s map 
‣lost in unit-conversion or misled by post-truth statements, Columbus thought it 
was only 70’000 stadia, so he believed he could reach India in 4 weeks 

He had the right technology
‣Caravels were the only ships at that time to sail against the wind, necessary tool 
to fight the prevailing winds, aka Alizée. NB: this technology was known by the Vikings, but got lost 
to new generations

4

500 years ago: In Search for New Paradigms

His proposal was scientifically rejected twice (by Portuguese’s & Salamanca U.)
by the decision was overruled by Isabel ... and America became great (already)

Moral(s)

Columbus had a great proposal: “reaching India by sailing from the West”
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The successes have been breathtaking
 in 4 years, the Higgs mass has been measured to 0.2% (vs 0.5% for the 20-year old top)
 some of its couplings, e.g. κγ, have been measured with 1-loop sensitivity (as EW physics at LEP)

What is the next mass scale?

High Energy Physics with a Higgs boson

The meaning of the Higgs

Particle physics is not so much about particles but more about fundamental principles

 About 10-10s after the Big Bang, the Universe filled with the Higgs substance 
because it saved energy by doing so:

 “the vacuum is not empty” 
(even when    → 0, not a Casimir effect)

 The masses are emergent quantities due to a non-trivial vacuum structure

 There are only a finite number of particles (the SM ones) that acquire their 
mass via the Higgs vev

 There exists a new type (non-gauged) of fundamental forces: matter-
dependent forces (e≠μ), e.g. familon, relaxion, Higgs portals...

~
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The successes have been breathtaking
 in 4 years, the Higgs mass has been measured to 0.2% (vs 0.5% for the 20-year old top)
 some of its couplings, e.g. κγ, have been measured with 1-loop sensitivity (as EW physics at LEP)

What is the next mass scale?

High Energy Physics with a Higgs boson

 rare Higgs decays: h�µµ, h�γZ 
 Higgs flavor violating couplings: h�µτ and t�hc 
 Higgs CP violating couplings 
 exclusive Higgs decays (e.g. h�J/Ψ+γ ) and measurement of couplings to light quarks  
 exotic Higgs decay channels: 

h� ET, h�4b, h�2b2µ, h�4τ,2τ2µ, h�4j, h �2γ2j, h�4γ, h�γ/2γ+ ET,  
h�isolated leptons+ ET, h�2l+ ET, h�one/two lepton-jet(s)+X, h�bb+ ET, h�ττ+ ET ... 

 searches for extended Higgs sectors (H, A, H±,H±±...)
 Higgs self-coupling(s)
 Higgs width 
 Higgs/axion coupling?
 ...

Higgs agenda for the LHC-II, HL-LHC, ILC/CLIC, FCC, CepC, SppC, SHiP

multiple independent, synergetic and complementary approaches to achieve precision (couplings), 
sensitivity (rare and forbidden decays) and perspective (role of Higgs dynamics in broad issues 

like EWSB and vacuum stability, baryogenesis, inflation, naturalness, etc)

M.L. Mangano, Washington ’15
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 Higgs self-coupling(s)
 Higgs width 
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 ...

Higgs agenda for the LHC-II, HL-LHC, ILC/CLIC, FCC, CepC, SppC, SHiP

multiple independent, synergetic and complementary approaches to achieve precision (couplings), 
sensitivity (rare and forbidden decays) and perspective (role of Higgs dynamics in broad issues 

like EWSB and vacuum stability, baryogenesis, inflation, naturalness, etc)

M.L. Mangano, Washington ’15

The Higgs discovery has been an important milestone for HEP
but it hasn’t taught us much about BSM yet

current (and future) LHC sensitivity 
O(10-20)% ⇔ ΛBSM > 500(g*/gSM) GeV 

not doing better than direct searches unless in the case of strongly coupled new physics
(notable exceptions: when New Physics breaks some structural features of the SM

e.g. flavor number violation as in h→µτ)

typical Higgs coupling deformation:
�gh
gh

⇠ v2

f2
=

g2⇤ v
2

⇤2
BSM

Higgs precision program is very much wanted 
to probe BSM physics
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Higgs Portrait

1
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Potentially new BSM-effects in h physics 
could have been already tested in the vacuum

SM Scalar is the excitation around the EWSB vacuum: 

! = v+h

H†DµHf̄�µf

=
1

2v
⇥

Modifications in h→Zff  related to Z→ff      

vacuum

e.g.

(assuming that the Higgs boson 
is part of a doublet)
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Higgs physics vs BSM 
Several deformations

 away from the SM affecting 
Higgs properties are already 

probed in the vacuum

One can use h→ZZ→4l to probe this deformation 
but hard time to compete with LEP bounds

consistency check
not discovery mode

(assuming EW symmetry linearly realized 
and that new physics is heavy)

https://indico.in2p3.fr/getFile.py/access?contribId=216&sessionId=8&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=9116
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e.g.

G G

1

g2s
G2

µ⌫ +
|H|2

⇤2
G2

µ⌫ !
✓

1

g2s
+

v2

⇤2

◆
G2

µ⌫

Effects that on the vacuum, H = v, give only !
a redefinition of the SM couplings:

⨂ ⨂

G G
Not physical!

But can affect h physics:

G G

⨂h
affects GG →h!
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operator
not visible in 
the vacuum

(redefinition of input parameter)

Higgs/BSM Primaries
There are others deformations away from the SM that are harmless in 

the vacuum and need a Higgs field to be probed

http://indico.lal.in2p3.fr/event/2288/session/10/contribution/31/material/slides/0.pdf
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Higgs/BSM Primaries

(f=t,b,!)

htt, hbb, h!!

GGh coupling

hγγ coupling

hVV*

In the third class of operators, Oi3 , we have the CP-even operators

OBB = g02|H|2Bµ⌫B
µ⌫ , OGG = g2s |H|2GA

µ⌫G
Aµ⌫ , (6)

OHW = ig(DµH)†�a(D⌫H)W a
µ⌫ , OHB = ig0(DµH)†(D⌫H)Bµ⌫ , (7)

O
3W =

1

3!
g✏abcW

a ⌫
µ W b

⌫⇢W
c ⇢µ , O

3G =
1

3!
gsfABCG

A ⌫
µ GB

⌫⇢G
C ⇢µ , (8)

and the CP-odd operators

OB eB = g02|H|2Bµ⌫
eBµ⌫ , OG eG = g2s |H|2GA

µ⌫
eGAµ⌫ , (9)

OHfW = ig(DµH)†�a(D⌫H)fW a
µ⌫ , OH eB = ig0(DµH)†(D⌫H) eBµ⌫ , (10)

O
3

fW =
1

3!
g✏abcfW

a ⌫
µ W b

⌫⇢W
c ⇢µ , O

3

eG =
1

3!
gsfABC

eGA ⌫
µ GB

⌫⇢G
C ⇢µ , (11)

where eF µ⌫ = ✏µ⌫⇢�F⇢�/2. There are two more CP-even operators involving two Higgs fields and

gauge bosons, OWB = g0gH†�aHW a
µ⌫B

µ⌫ and OWW = g2|H|2W a
µ⌫W

µ⌫ a (and the equivalent

CP-odd ones), but these can be eliminated using the identities 5

OB = OHB +
1

4
OBB +

1

4
OWB , (12)

OW = OHW +
1

4
OWW +

1

4
OWB . (13)

The operators O
3W and O

3G (and the corresponding CP-odd ones) have three field-strengths

and then their corresponding coe�cients should scale as c
3W ⇠ g2/g2⇤ and c

3G ⇠ g2s/g
2

⇤ respec-

tively.

Let us now examine d = 6 operators involving SM fermions, considering a single family to

begin with. Operators of the first class involving the up-type quark are

Oyu = yu|H|2Q̄L
eHuR ,

Ou
R = (iH†

$
DµH)(ūR�

µuR) ,

Oq
L = (iH†

$
DµH)(Q̄L�

µQL) ,

O(3) q
L = (iH†�a

$
DµH)(Q̄L�

µ�aQL) , (14)

where eH = i�
2

H⇤, and in operators / Q̄LuR we include a Yukawa coupling yu (mu = yuv/
p
2)

as an order parameter of the chirality-flip. We also understand, here and in the following,

that when needed the Hermitian conjugate of a given operator is included in the analysis. In

the first class we have, in addition, the four-fermion operators:

Oq
LL = (Q̄L�

µQL)(Q̄L�
µQL) , O(8) q

LL = (Q̄L�
µTAQL)(Q̄L�

µTAQL) ,

Ou
LR = (Q̄L�

µQL)(ūR�
µuR) , O(8)u

LR = (Q̄L�
µTAQL)(ūR�

µTAuR) ,

Ou
RR = (ūR�

µuR)(ūR�
µuR) , (15)

5For CP-odd operators the identities are 4OH eB + OB eB + OW eB = 0 and 4O
HfW + O

WfW + OW eB = 0.
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|H|2|DµH|2
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|H|2f̄LHfR + h.c.

How many of these effects can we have? 

 As many as parameters in the SM: 8
(assuming CP-conservation)

g
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mW
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mh
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(custodial invariant)

for one family
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yet to be measured
at the LHC

Pomarol, Riva ’13
Elias-Miro et al  ’13

Gupta, Pomarol, Riva  ’14

the 6 others have been measured (~15%)

http://indico.lal.in2p3.fr/event/2288/session/10/contribution/31/material/slides/0.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1308.2803
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1308.1879
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1405.0181
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Higgs/BSM Primaries

(f=t,b,!)

htt, hbb, h!!

GGh coupling

hγγ coupling

hVV*

In the third class of operators, Oi3 , we have the CP-even operators

OBB = g02|H|2Bµ⌫B
µ⌫ , OGG = g2s |H|2GA

µ⌫G
Aµ⌫ , (6)

OHW = ig(DµH)†�a(D⌫H)W a
µ⌫ , OHB = ig0(DµH)†(D⌫H)Bµ⌫ , (7)

O
3W =

1

3!
g✏abcW

a ⌫
µ W b

⌫⇢W
c ⇢µ , O

3G =
1

3!
gsfABCG

A ⌫
µ GB

⌫⇢G
C ⇢µ , (8)

and the CP-odd operators

OB eB = g02|H|2Bµ⌫
eBµ⌫ , OG eG = g2s |H|2GA

µ⌫
eGAµ⌫ , (9)

OHfW = ig(DµH)†�a(D⌫H)fW a
µ⌫ , OH eB = ig0(DµH)†(D⌫H) eBµ⌫ , (10)

O
3

fW =
1

3!
g✏abcfW

a ⌫
µ W b

⌫⇢W
c ⇢µ , O

3

eG =
1

3!
gsfABC

eGA ⌫
µ GB

⌫⇢G
C ⇢µ , (11)

where eF µ⌫ = ✏µ⌫⇢�F⇢�/2. There are two more CP-even operators involving two Higgs fields and

gauge bosons, OWB = g0gH†�aHW a
µ⌫B

µ⌫ and OWW = g2|H|2W a
µ⌫W

µ⌫ a (and the equivalent

CP-odd ones), but these can be eliminated using the identities 5

OB = OHB +
1

4
OBB +

1

4
OWB , (12)

OW = OHW +
1

4
OWW +

1

4
OWB . (13)

The operators O
3W and O

3G (and the corresponding CP-odd ones) have three field-strengths

and then their corresponding coe�cients should scale as c
3W ⇠ g2/g2⇤ and c

3G ⇠ g2s/g
2

⇤ respec-

tively.

Let us now examine d = 6 operators involving SM fermions, considering a single family to

begin with. Operators of the first class involving the up-type quark are

Oyu = yu|H|2Q̄L
eHuR ,

Ou
R = (iH†

$
DµH)(ūR�

µuR) ,

Oq
L = (iH†

$
DµH)(Q̄L�

µQL) ,

O(3) q
L = (iH†�a

$
DµH)(Q̄L�

µ�aQL) , (14)

where eH = i�
2

H⇤, and in operators / Q̄LuR we include a Yukawa coupling yu (mu = yuv/
p
2)

as an order parameter of the chirality-flip. We also understand, here and in the following,

that when needed the Hermitian conjugate of a given operator is included in the analysis. In

the first class we have, in addition, the four-fermion operators:

Oq
LL = (Q̄L�

µQL)(Q̄L�
µQL) , O(8) q

LL = (Q̄L�
µTAQL)(Q̄L�

µTAQL) ,

Ou
LR = (Q̄L�

µQL)(ūR�
µuR) , O(8)u

LR = (Q̄L�
µTAQL)(ūR�

µTAuR) ,

Ou
RR = (ūR�

µuR)(ūR�
µuR) , (15)

5For CP-odd operators the identities are 4OH eB + OB eB + OW eB = 0 and 4O
HfW + O

WfW + OW eB = 0.
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How many of these effects can we have? 

 As many as parameters in the SM: 8
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yet to be measured
at the LHC

Pomarol, Riva ’13
Elias-Miro et al  ’13

Gupta, Pomarol, Riva  ’14
Almost a 1-to-1 correspondence

with the 8 κ‘s in the Higgs fit

Coupling!fit!I!
• VH(>bb!included!in!ATLAS!
• Comparable!numbers!for!κW,κZ,!κt,!and!κγ!between!the!experiments!
• Couplings!can!be!determined!with!2(7%!precision!at!3000Z(1!!for!CMS!
Scenario!2!

!

10/17/14! 6!

ATLAS!ProjecDon!

Atlas projection

With some important differences:

1) width hypothesis built-in

2) κW/κZ is not a primary 
(constrained by Δρ and TGC)

3) κg, κγ, κZγ do not separate UV and IR 
contributions

up to a flat direction between between 
the top/gluon/photon couplings

the 6 others have been measured (~15%)

http://indico.lal.in2p3.fr/event/2288/session/10/contribution/31/material/slides/0.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1308.2803
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1308.1879
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1405.0181
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Why going beyond inclusive Higgs processes?
So far the LHC has mostly produced Higgses on-shell 

in processes with a characteristic scale μ ≈ mH 

access to Higgs couplings @ mH 

κV  κF Contours (1) 
All vector and fermion couplings are scaled by!κV and!κF 

All results in agreement with SM (κV = κf = 1) within 1� 

22 

κV  κF Contours (2) 
Allow for negative κF (which changes the sign of t-W loop interference) 

Note: all physical quantities depend on a product of two κ’s ⇔ 
          other two quadrants are symmetric with respect to (0,0)  

•  Almost 5s exclusion  
    of kF < 0  !!! 
 
•  Some decays in least 

significant production 
channels pulled towards 
inverted interference 

27 
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1. off-shell gg → h* → ZZ → 4l

2. boosted Higgs: Higgs+ high-pT jet

3. double Higgs production

Examples of interesting channels to explore further:

10

Why going beyond inclusive Higgs processes?
So far the LHC has mostly produced Higgses on-shell 

in processes with a characteristic scale μ ≈ mH 

Producing a Higgs with boosted additional particle(s)
probe the Higgs couplings @ large energy

(important to check that the Higgs boson ensures perturbative unitarity)

access to Higgs couplings @ mH 
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1. off-shell gg → h* → ZZ → 4l

2. boosted Higgs: Higgs+ high-pT jet

3. double Higgs production

Examples of interesting channels to explore further:

10

Why going beyond inclusive Higgs processes?
So far the LHC has mostly produced Higgses on-shell 

in processes with a characteristic scale μ ≈ mH 

Producing a Higgs with boosted additional particle(s)
probe the Higgs couplings @ large energy

(important to check that the Higgs boson ensures perturbative unitarity)

access to Higgs couplings @ mH 

Combination @ 14 TeV 3ab�1 projections 1608.00977
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tth

hh

off-shell

Figure : orange- Higgs pair production (bb �� final state), red o↵-shell Higgs
pair production, grey - h+j, blue- inclusive, purple- tth

cu = 1� ct

Combination @ 100 TeV 20ab�1 projections 1608.00977
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Figure : orange- Higgs pair production (bb �� final state), red o↵-shell Higgs
pair production, grey - h+j, blue- inclusive, purple- tth

cu = 1� ct

Azatov, Grojean, Paul, Salvioni ’16

See also S. Dawson, I.M. Lewis, M. Zeng ‘15

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1501.04103
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Higgs and BSM physics

2
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11

➡ in the context of the SM, there is nothing more to be 
learned from the Higgs. 

• This is a blessing and a curse: 

• A curse, since we might spend the rest of our lives confirming 
what we already know 

• A blessing, since we now have all ingredients required to assess 
the (in)consistency of exptl data with the SM itself 

• In the same way all other SM objects (W/Z, top, b, …) are today 
essential probes of physics BSM, the Higgs is becoming a “routine” 
tool for the exploration of new phenomena 

• In particular, the Higgs remains interesting even if the SM Higgs 
mechanism turned out to be the true underlying source of EWSB

12

Higgs & BSM: a love story

Higgs and BSM

• Two extreme scenarios ….

• EWSB is intrinsically BSM (e.g. composite Higgs)

‣ Higgs properties are directly modified

• EWSB is basically SM, it is not affected by BSM

‣ Higgs properties are not visibly modified, but BSM particles 
manifest themselves through the Higgs (e.g. χ2 →hχ1)

• … plus every scenario in between 

This makes Higgs physics immensely rich, diverse and challenging

12

In the context of the SM, there is nothing more to learn from the Higgs

Two extreme BSM scenarios...
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http://indico.cern.ch/event/477407/contributions/2200185/attachments/1370592/2078533/Mangano-HC.pdf
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Thibault Guillemin 27

What is BSM physics in the Higgs sector?

There are many ways to look for BSM physics in the Higgs sector...

Neutral heavy Higgs

BSM 
Higgs 

searches

Charged Higgs

Di-Higgs production
Higgs exotic 

decays

Higgs lepton flavor 
violating decays

BSM constraints from 
coupling measurements

Higgs in decay 
chains

Higgs as a portal 
to hidden sectors

In the next slides:
1. More Higgs bosons
2. Di-Higgs production
3. Higgs BSM decays

Higgs physics in ATLAS, SEARCH 2016

Higgs & BSM: a love story
T.

 G
ui

le
m

in
@S

ea
rc

h’
16

Plenty of opportunities to discover new particles... 
but we also want to learn about new structures and new principles

https://indico.cern.ch/event/559310/contributions/2257012/attachments/1329183/1996654/Higgs_ATLAS_SEARCH2016_Guillemin.pdf
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Higgs couplings as a test of naturalness

SM + Higgs

Mass

SM New�m2
H = + ⇠ 0

The more natural the theory the more the Higgs rates deviate from SM

+

+ +

p=0 p=0 p=0 p=0 ⇠ m2
H

�(125 GeV)2
✓

⇤

600 GeV

◆2 g2⇤
16⇡2

⇤2

generically
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Higgs couplings as a test of naturalness

SM + Higgs

Mass

SM New�m2
H = + ⇠ 0

The more natural the theory the more the Higgs rates deviate from SM

+

+ +

p=0 p=0 p=0 p=0 ⇠ m2
H

�(125 GeV)2
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⇤

600 GeV

◆2 g2⇤
16⇡2

⇤2

genericallySM + Higgs

Mass

SM New�m2
H = + ⇠ 0

The more natural the theory the more the Higgs rates deviate from SM

+

+ +

g2sg
2
⇤

16⇡2

1

m2
⇤
|H|2G2

µ⌫
e2g2⇤
16⇡2

1

m2
⇤
|H|2F 2

µ⌫

�BR(h ! ��, Z�, gg)

SM
⇠ g2⇤v

2

m2
⇤

charged 
particles

Colorful naturalness probed @ LHC

g2⇤
16⇡2

1

m2
⇤

�
@µ|H|2

�2

BR(h ! ii) = BRSM � =

✓
1� g2⇤v

2

16⇡2m2
⇤

◆
�SM

nice to be able to measure Zh & Γ

neutral 
particles

Neutral naturalness
Higgs couplings: accustomed to looking for corrections 
to loop-level couplings (h → γγ, gg), but even loops of 

neutral states can be seen. 
[NC, Englert, McCullough; Henning, Lu, Murayama; NC, Farina, McCullough, Perelstein]

cH
m2

�

�
@µ|H|2

�2 ! ��Zh = �2cH
v2

m2
�

Direct searches: states lighter than mh/2 easily 
constrained by Higgs width; if heavier than mh/2, 
can still produce via an off-shell Higgs. Look for 

associated production + invisible. 
[Curtin, Meade, Yu; NC, Lou, McCullough, Thalapillil]  

14

��Zh = � g2?
8⇡2

v2

m2
?

Neutral naturalness (invisible?) @ LHC
aka twin Higgs
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Aguilar-Saavedra ’09๏ l± + 4b final state

Aguilar-Saavedra ’09

Azatov et al ’12

Vignaroli ‘12

๏ l± + 6b final state

๏ γγ final state

b

๏ l± + 4b final state

Vector-Like Top Summary  

Vector-like T  
BR Hypothesis 

95% CL Limit on mT (GeV)  
obs (exp) 

95% CL Limit on mT (GeV)  
obs (exp) 

100% Wb (chiral, Y) 770 (795) 920 (890) 

100% Zt 810 (810) 790 (830) 

100% Ht 950 (885) 770 (840) 

T singlet 800 (755) 740 (800) 

T in (T, B) doublet 855 (820) 760 (820) 

arXiv:1509.04177 

ATLAS (*) CMS 

arXiv:1505.04306 

Vector-like top masses below ~720 GeV excluded for any possible combination of BRs. 

Combined limits 

15 

(*) Not a combination. Only most restrictive  
individual bounds shown. 

1505.04306 1509.04177

Top partners in Composite Higgs models

Moriond’17 update
bounds above 1 TeV!

T5/3

T̄5/3

W+
W+

l+ � �l+

q
q̄

t

t̄

b

b̄W�
W�

๏Search in same-sign dilepton events

http://arXiv.org/abs/0907.3155
http://arXiv.org/abs/0907.3155
http://arXiv.org/abs/1204.0455
http://arXiv.org/abs/1204.0468
http://arXiv.org/abs/1505.04306
http://arXiv.org/abs/1505.04306
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Searching for the missing top partners
“Looking and not finding is different than not looking”

giving the null search results, the top partners should either be

‣heavy (harder to produce because of phase space)
‣stealthy (easy to produce but hard to distinguish from background, e.g.  mstop~mtop)
‣colorless (hard to produce, unusual decay)

Neutral Naturalness
• Top partners are color neutral 

• Charged under a different, ‘mirror’, color 

• Have a discrete symmetry  
that does not commute with SM color 

• Prime examples are Twin Higgs,  
Folded SUSY, and Quirky Little Higgs 

• Span much of the NN model space

Scalar  
Top Partner

Fermion 
Top Partner

All SM 
Charges SUSY pNGB/RS

EW 
Charges

Folded 
SUSY

Quirky 
Little Higgs

No SM 
Charges ??? Twin Higgs

require hidden QCD
with a higher confining scale:

⇒ 1) hidden glueball (0++) that can mix with Higgs
h➛G0G0➛4l with displaced vertices

⇒ 2) emerging jets
}

need to go beyond
traditional searches  

(C. Verhaaren@
N

KPI’16)

Curtin, Verhaaren ’15

Schwaller, Stolarski, Weiler ’15

only little corner
of theory/model space

has been explored so far 

http://indico.cern.ch/event/441629/
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.06141
http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.05409
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Evading EXP bounds
the stringent bounds from ATLAS/CMS on susy/composite models

force theorists to go beyond minimal/simple models

SUSY is Natural
but not plain vanilla

 CMSSM

 pMSSM

 NMSSM

 Hide SUSY, e.g. smaller phase space

 reduce production (eg. split families)

 reduce MET (e.g. R-parity,   compressed 
spectrum)

 dilute MET (decay to invisible particles with more 
invisible particles)

 soften MET (stealth susy, stop -top degeneracy)

Mahbubani et al

Csaki et al

Fan et al
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(2 stops, Λ = 100 TeV)
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N. Craig @ EPS ’17
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the stringent bounds from ATLAS/CMS on susy/composite models

force theorists to go beyond minimal/simple models
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composite models involving top partners 
with  really exotic charges

“Hyperfolded Composite Higgs”
preliminaryor how to get spin-1/2 partners

with unconventional charges

The Yukawa coupling                                translates to

Since the charge-𝑌 partner does not mix with the SM quarks,
the usual decays to W/Z/h + quark are absent.

Instead, the decay may proceed via a higher-dimensional operator.
For example, the operator

may give the potentially elusive decays

𝑋 → 𝑗𝑗𝑗, 𝑡𝑗𝑗

i.e., divergences due to top are canceled by the charge-𝑌 partner.

Symmetry breaking pattern:

SM electroweak group generators:

“Hyperfolded Composite Higgs”
preliminary

free parameter, to become
the top-partner hypercharge

or how to get spin-1/2 partners
with unconventional charges

Y. Kats @ DESY ’16
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BSM Higgs couplings: 
Baryogenesis

3
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Electroweak baryogenesis - Requirements

Electroweak baryogenesis requires:

A strong first order phase transition

Su�cient CP violation

However in the SM:
The Higgs mass is too large

Quark masses are too small

We require new (EW-scale) physics!
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Su�cient CP violation
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We require new (EW-scale) physics!
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EW scale flavons for EW baryogenesis
Baldes, Konstandin, Servant ’16

These negative results are tied to the fact that 
Yukawa couplings during EW phase transition are identical the ones afterwards 

What if they were larger? 
E.g. flavor structure emerges during the EW transition

yij f̄
i
LHf j

R yij

⇣ �

M

⌘qH+qj�qi
f̄ i
LHf j

R
➾

traditionally, M >> v and ! is frozen during EWSB

lowering M and allowing ! to vary leads to totally different phenomenology

http://arxiv.org/abs/1604.04526
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EW scale flavons for EW baryogenesis

2

Yukawa couplings are controlled by the VEV of some scalar
fields (the so-called “flavons”) and it is natural to wonder
about their cosmological dynamics. Our working assumption
is that the flavon couples to the Higgs and therefore the flavon
and the Higgs VEV dynamics are intertwined, motivating the
possibility that the Yukawas vary during the EWPT. The vari-
ous implications of this framework for electroweak baryogen-
esis will be presented in a series of papers. We will in particu-
lar discuss the CKM matrix as the unique CP-violating source
[31] as well as specific models of varying Yukawas [32, 33].

In this letter, the key point we want to make is that we do not
need to specify the dynamics responsible for the evolution of
the Yukawas to derive the nature of the EWPT. In fact, even if
the dynamics of the scalar potential of the flavon-Higgs cou-
pled system would correspond to a second order EW phase
transition when ignoring the variation of fermion masses, the
fact that the Yukawas of the SM were large during the EWPT
is enough to completely change the nature of the EWPT, while
relying only on the SM degrees of freedom (dof).

III. EFFECT OF FERMIONIC MASSES ON THE EWPT

The physics of the effect of varying Yukawas is related to
the contribution of effective relativistic dof g⇤ to the effec-
tive potential Ve↵ � �g⇤⇡

2
T

4
/90. Regions in Higgs space

in which species are massive correspond to a decrease in g⇤
and hence an increase in Ve↵ . The effect of species coupled to
the Higgs is therefore to delay and hence strengthen the phase
transition. In the usually assumed case where the Yukawas
have the same values during the EWPT as today, all Yukawas
except the one of the top quark are small and therefore al-
most all fermions are light even in the broken phase during the
EWPT. Therefore there is no significant change in g⇤ during
the EWPT and the effect of the light fermions is negligible.
Crucially, the contribution of bosonic species to the finite-T
effective potential also includes a term cubic in the mass and
hence bosonic dof not only delay the phase transition but also
create a barrier between the two minima. However, the effect
of the SM bosons is insufficient to provide a strong first-order
phase transition [1]. Thus, the common lore consists of adding
additional bosonic degrees of freedom to strengthen the phase
transition. As mentioned in the introduction, this has been
severely constrained at the LHC.

On the other hand, it was shown in [34] that adding new
strongly-coupled fermions with constant Yukawa couplings
can also help to strengthen the EWPT. Though these do not
create a thermal barrier on their own, they can lead to a de-
crease in g⇤ between the symmetric and broken phases and
hence delay and strengthen the phase transition. However,
these models are far from minimal. They suffer from a vac-
uum instability near the EW scale due to the strong coupling
of the new fermions and new bosons are also needed to cure
this instability.

In our approach of varying Yukawas, these problems are
alleviated. We are interested in models where the variation
of the Yukawa couplings is due to the VEV of a flavon field,
coupled to the Higgs, whose VEV therefore also varies during

FIG. 1: The mass of a fermionic species as a function of � for a
constant Yukawa coupling, n = 0, and varying Yukawas. In the
constant Yukawa case we take y(�) = 1. For the varying Yukawa
cases we take y1 = 1 and y0 = 0 (see Eq. 2).

the EWPT. If the Yukawa couplings decrease with the Higgs
background value �, the SM fermions can be massless both
in the symmetric phase, at � = 0, as well as at � ⇠ v due to
the falling couplings, but be massive somewhere in between,
i.e in the region 0 < � < v. This raises the potential in this
area and can therefore create a barrier. The quantitative size of
this effect is encoded in the effective potential which we shall
study below.

We stress that this does not mean that the Yukawa couplings
are controlled solely by the Higgs field, i.e. the Higgs need not
itself be the flavon (such a scenario is strongly constrained by
various Higgs and flavour measurements, see [20, 21, 26, 27]).
The variation of the Yukawas is related to the variation of the
Higgs VEV during the EWPT (during which the flavon VEV
may also change) but the Yukawas today do not depend on
the Higgs VEV v = 246 GeV nor are the Higgs-fermion cou-
plings sizeably affected. Model-dependent implementations
will be presented elsewhere [32, 33].

The aim of this letter is to stress the model-independent
features of the physics of Yukawa variation. We will therefore
present results using the following ansatz for the variation of
the Yukawa related to the variation of the Higgs VEV itself:

y(�) =

(

y1

⇣

1�
h

�
v

in⌘

+ y0 for �  v,

y0 for � � v.

(2)

The mass of the fermion species is given by

mf =

y(�)�p
2

(3)

and we illustrate the dependence of mf on � in Fig. 1. Equa-
tion (2) just expresses the fact that before the EWPT, the
Yukawas take values y1 and after the EWPT they take their
present value y0. The power n is just a parametrisation of how
fast the variation is taking place and is therefore encoding the
model dependence. Depending on the underlying model, the
Higgs field variation will follow the flavon field variation at

3

FIG. 2: The evolution of the effective potential with temperature
in the SM (top) and with varying Yukawas (bottom). The vary-
ing Yukawa calculation includes all SM fermions with y1 = 1,
n1 = 1 and their respective y0, chosen to return the observed fermion
masses today (for the neutrinos we have assumed Dirac neutrinos and
m⌫ = 0.05 eV). In the varying Yukawa case we find a first-order
phase transition with �c = 230 GeV and Tc = 128 GeV (second
order transition at Tc = 163 GeV for the constant Yukawa case).

different speeds. Large values of n mean the Yukawa cou-
pling remain large for a greater range of � away from zero.
We will see that large n strengthen the phase transition.

We study the strength of the EWPT for different choices of
n, y1 ⇠ O(1) and the number of degrees of freedom, g, of the
species with the �-dependent Yukawa coupling. The results
do not depend strongly on the choice of y0 as long as y0 ⌧ 1.
The top Yukawa is assumed to be constant and take its SM
value.

Of course, in a realistic model the different fermion species
will take on different values of n, y1 and y0 (also the underly-
ing model determines whether only quarks, only leptons or all
fermion masses are controlled by the same flavon). Our aim
here is to simply illustrate the effect through a simple ansatz
and an overall variation of n, g and y1.

The possibility that the Yukawa couplings could change
during the EWPT was raised in [35] but the impact on the na-
ture of the EWPT was ignored, the emphasis was on the pos-
sibility to get large CP violation from the CKM matrix during
the EWPT. We show in the next section the three main effects

FIG. 3: Solid lines: Contours of �c/Tc = 1 for different choices of
y1 and y0 = 0.02, areas above these lines allow for EW baryoge-
nesis. Dashed lines: areas above these lines are disallowed (for the
indicated choices of y1 and y0) due to the EW minimum not being
the global one.

that Eq. (2) has on the Higgs effective potential.

IV. EFFECTIVE HIGGS POTENTIAL WITH VARYING
YUKAWAS

We consider the effective potential given by the sum of the
tree level potential, the one-loop zero temperature correction,
the one-loop finite temperature correction and the daisy cor-
rection [36]

Ve↵ = Vtree(�) + V

0
1 (�) + V

T
1 (�, T ) + VDaisy(�, T ). (4)

In the framework we have in mind, this potential depends
as well on the additional flavon field(s) coupling to the
Higgs. However, for the generic points we want to stress,
we should ignore the flavon(s) degrees of freedom and take
the SM tree level potential. We study the evolution of the
effective potential with temperature numerically, including
the SM fermionic dof with varying Yukawas, in addition to
the usual bosonic SM fields. An example of the evolution of
the effective potential with varying Yukawa couplings, with a
comparison to the SM case (constant Yukawas), is shown in
Fig. 2. We next scan over n and g for different choices of y1
and find the strength of the phase transition, as characterised
by the ratio of the critical VEV to temperature, �c/Tc

(successful EW baryogenesis requires �c/Tc & 1 [37]).
Our results are summarised in Fig. 3. Below we discuss
the different terms of the effective potential and identify the
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that Eq. (2) has on the Higgs effective potential.
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We consider the effective potential given by the sum of the
tree level potential, the one-loop zero temperature correction,
the one-loop finite temperature correction and the daisy cor-
rection [36]
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In the framework we have in mind, this potential depends
as well on the additional flavon field(s) coupling to the
Higgs. However, for the generic points we want to stress,
we should ignore the flavon(s) degrees of freedom and take
the SM tree level potential. We study the evolution of the
effective potential with temperature numerically, including
the SM fermionic dof with varying Yukawas, in addition to
the usual bosonic SM fields. An example of the evolution of
the effective potential with varying Yukawa couplings, with a
comparison to the SM case (constant Yukawas), is shown in
Fig. 2. We next scan over n and g for different choices of y1
and find the strength of the phase transition, as characterised
by the ratio of the critical VEV to temperature, �c/Tc

(successful EW baryogenesis requires �c/Tc & 1 [37]).
Our results are summarised in Fig. 3. Below we discuss
the different terms of the effective potential and identify the

The evolution of the effective potential with temperature in the SM (left) and with varying Yukawas (right)  
The varying Yukawa calculation includes all SM fermions with y1=1, n=1 and their respective y0, chosen to 

return the observed fermion masses today (the neutrinos are assumed to have a Dirac m=0.05eV).  

In the varying Yukawa case, there is a first-order phase transition with "c=230GeV and Tc=128GeV  
(vs. second order transition at Tc=163GeV for the constant Yukawa case).

1st order phase transition +  enhanced source of CP 

Baldes, Konstandin, Servant ’16

See also nice talk by D. Egana Ugrinovic yesterday

http://arxiv.org/abs/1604.04526
https://indico.bnl.gov/materialDisplay.py?contribId=9&sessionId=3&materialId=slides&confId=3687
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Fun with GW: 
stochastic GW background 

from phase transitions
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The picture of 2016 (many more to come)

Related stories

NATURE |  NEWS

Gravitational waves: How LIGO forged the path to
victory
Historic discovery of ripples in space-time meant ruling out the possibility of a fake signal.

16 February 2016

At 11:53 a.m. local time on 14 September 2015, an automated e-mail appeared in the inbox of Marco Drago, a
physicist at the Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics in Hannover, Germany. It contained links to two
plots, each showing a wave shaped like a bird’s chirp that emerged suddenly from a noisy background and
ended in a crash.

It was a signal that Drago had been trained to spot and that the US-led
Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) that

Davide Castelvecchi

S. Ossokine, A. Buonanno (Max Planck Inst. Gravitational Phys.). Scientific VisualiZation: W. Benger (Airborne Hydro Mapping)

The pair of merging black holes that LIGO detected using gravitational waves — as produced by a
computer simulation.

Software that analyses data in real time was
indicating that both interferometers had
seen a wave resembling the chirp of a bird
with a rapidly increasing pitch. Within an
hour, the news had reached Drago's boss,
physicist Bruce Allen. The recording looked too good to be true. “When I first saw it I said, 'Oh, it's an injection,
obviously,'” Allen says.

It was an oscillation that began at 35 cycles
per second (hertz) and rapidly increased to
250 hertz. It then became chaotic and
rapidly died down; the whole thing was over
within one-fourth of a second. Crucially,
both detectors saw it at roughly the same
time — Livingston first and Hanford 7
milliseconds later. That delay is an
indication of how the waves swept through
the Earth.

Other gravitational-wave detectors — the
Virgo interferometer near Pisa, Italy, and the
GEO600 interferometer near Hannover —
were not operating at the time and so could
not confirm the signal. Had Advanced Virgo
been on, it would have probably detected
the event as well, says its spokesperson,
Fulvio Ricci, a physicist at the University of
Rome La Sapienza. LIGO scientists have
run a series of careful checks to ensure that
the signal is real and means what they think
it does.

In the past, a few senior members of the
LIGO team have tested the group's ability to
validate a potential discovery by secretly inserting ‘blind injections’ of fake gravitational waves into the data
stream to test whether the research team can differentiate between real and fake signals. But the September
detection happened before blind injections were being made, so it is thought to be a signal from a real
astrophysical phenomenon in the Universe.

To pinpoint the source of gravitational waves, researchers have to triangulate a signal spotted by different
machines spread around Earth. When both LIGO detectors are operating along with Virgo or GEO600,
scientists expect to be better able to locate future gravitational-wave sources. Another interferometer in Japan

Nik Spencer/Nature

LIGO

The gravitational wave signals detected by the twin LIGO stations.

1.3 billion  
years 
later 

on earth

what did it teach us?
never give up against strong background when you know you are right

 

no spectral distortions: scale of quantum gravity > 100 keV
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Comments on Graviton Propagation in Light of GW150914
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Abstract

The observation of gravitational waves from the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave

Observatory (LIGO) event GW150914 may be used to constrain the possibility of Lorentz

violation in graviton propagation, and the observation by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor

of a transient source in apparent coincidence may be used to constrain the di↵erence between

the velocities of light and gravitational waves: cg � c� < 10�17.
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The discovery of gravitational waves by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave

Observatory (LIGO) in event GW150914 [1] opens a new era in astronomy, making pos-

sible the measurement of astrophysical processes that have been inaccessible to observa-

tions with electromagnetic waves. The question then arises what fundamental physics we

can learn from gravitational wave observations in general and LIGO event GW150914 in

particular. As examples, the LIGO Collaboration itself [2] has reported an upper limit

on the graviton mass mg < 10�22 eV, and it has been suggested that observations of

binary black-hole mergers could constrain models of quantum physics near black-hole

event horizons [3].

In this comment we derive two additional constraints on graviton propagation. First,

the LIGO data on GW150914 can be used to constrain the possibility of Lorentz viola-

tion [4] in gravitational wave propagation, assuming that low-frequency gravitational and

electromagnetic waves (low-energy photons and gravitons) both travel at the conventional

speed of light in vacuo c, that we set to unity from now on. Secondly, assuming isntead

that cg and c� are frequency- (energy-)independent, we use the apparent coincidence of

a transient source with photon energies > 50 keV observed by the Fermi Gamma-Ray

Burst Monitor (GBM) [5] to constrain the di↵erence between the velocities of light and

gravitational waves in vacuo: c� � cg < 10�17c.

The LIGO constraint on the graviton mass was obtained from a detailed numerical

comparison of the measured GW150914 wave-form with that calculated for a black-hole

merger [2]. We recall that the GW150914 signal consisted of a ‘chirp’ of increasing

frequencies ! ⇠ 100 Hz, with a range of frequencies �! = O(100) Hz. The presence of a

gravitino mass would induce an energy- (frequency-)dependent deviation of the velocities

of the waves emitted during the ‘chirp’ from that of light: �v|mg ' �m2
g/2!

2. Such a

deviation �v would cause a dispersion in their arrival times [6], which is constrained by

concordance of the observed signal with numerical relativity calculations.

It was suggested in [7] that quantum-gravitational e↵ects might induce an energy-

(frequency-)dependent velocity of propagation in vacuo for both electromagnetic and

gravitational waves �v|LV n ' �⇠(!/Mn)n : n = 1 or 2 where Mn is some large mass

scale, where ⇠ = +1(�1) for subluminal (superluminal) propagation. Such a Lorentz-

violating e↵ect would give rise to an energy-dependent dispersion in the arrival times of

gravitational waves, though with a di↵erent energy dependence from a graviton mass.

Such Lorentz violation might be induced by the e↵ects of space-time foam on wave prop-

agation, in which case one might expect that Mn = O(MP ) ⇠ 1019 GeV. We recall that

subluminal propagation is implied by concrete models of space-time foam within brane

theory [8].
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(                         GRB observed together with GW with the same origin?)

See beautiful BSA lecture by N. Mavalvala yesterday

https://indico.bnl.gov/sessionDisplay.py?sessionId=7&confId=3687%2320171011
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P. Sphicas 
Highlights from EPS 2017 

The Cosmos: GW Wave spectrum 

July 12, 2017 
EPS HEP 2017, Venice 46 

The Gravitational Wave Spectrum 

41	

10-9 Hz 10-4 Hz 100 Hz 103 Hz10-16 Hz

EPS-HEP2017	

Space detectors

Relic radiation
Cosmic Strings

Supermassive BH Binaries

BH and NS Binaries

Binaries coalescences

Extreme Mass Ratio
Inspirals

Supernovae

Spinning NS

Pulsar timing Ground interferometers

Laser	Interferometer	
Gravita;onal	Wave	
Observatory	

GW and astrophysics/cosmology
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GW and the ElectroWeak Phase Transition
GW interact very weakly and are not absorbed

direct probe of physical process of the very early universe

possible cosmological sources: 
inflation, vibrations of topological defects, excitations of xdim modes, 1st order phase transitions...

typical freq. ~ (size of the bubble)-1 ~ (fraction of the horizon size)-1

T = 100 GeV, H =

√

8π3

45

T 2

MPl

∼ 10
−15

GeV@

redshifted freq.

f ∼ #
2 · 10−4 eV

100 GeV
10−15 GeV ∼ # 10−5 Hz

~ to
day ~

The GW spectrum from a 1st order electroweak PT 

is peaked around the milliHertz frequency

ElectroWeak Phase Transition (if 1st order)
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http://indico.cern.ch/event/290373/session/12/contribution/16/material/slides/0.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0607107
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Why should you be excited about mHZ freq.?

we can except to learn 

something about the EW phase 

transition from GW experiments

complementary to collider informations

test of the dynamics of the phase transition                                  
(quite important to analyze models of EW baryogenesis!)

reconstruction of the Higgs potential / study of new models 

of EW symmetry breaking (little Higgs, gauge-Higgs, composite Higgs, Higgsless...)

Ch!"o#e Grojean The Higgs in the Sky SUSY ’06, June 14 06

redshift 

Ω
⋆
GW ΩGW =

(

a⋆

a0

)4 (

H⋆

H0

)2

Ω
⋆
GW ∼ 2·10

−5h−2

(

100

g⋆

)1/3

Ω
⋆
GW

H0 ∼ h × 2·10
−42

GeV

Ω
⋆
GW

had to be quite big to get 

an observable signal today

Ω
⋆
GW ≳ 10-6 for LIGO/LISA

Ω
⋆
GW ≳ 10-12 - 10-9 for BBO

Grojean, Servant ’06

http://indico.cern.ch/event/290373/session/12/contribution/16/material/slides/0.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0607107
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Figure 3: GW spectra ⌦(f)h2 for T⇤ = 0.1 GeV (SIMP), T⇤ = 3 GeV (CDM1, TH models),
T⇤ = 300 GeV and T⇤ = 10 TeV (CDM2 models). The upper (lower) edges of the contours
correspond to � = H (� = 10H), and furthermore v = 1 and ⌦S⇤ = 0.1 for all curves. The red
band T⇤ = 0.1 GeV indicates where a signal of the QCD PT would lie if it was strong. The
projected reach of several planned GW detection experiments is shown (dashed).

4 Detectability

In the previous section, we have seen that the peak frequencies of GW signals from GeV-TeV
scale PTs are of order (10�6 � 10�3) Hz. Furthermore it is important to note that a broad
spectral region around the peak is populated by GWs, from (10�10 � 1) Hz.

GWs with frequencies down to 10�5 Hz can be probed by satellite based experiments like
eLISA [86], however the sensitivity quickly degrades below 10�3 Hz. On the other end of the
spectrum, pulsar timing arrays (PTA) can probe frequencies in the (10�9 � 10�7) Hz range. In
Fig. 3 we overlay the expected GW signal for di↵erent model parameters with the expected
sensitivities of current and planned GW detection experiments (based on [87]).

Clearly the most promising signals are those from models with a PT temperature in the TeV
range, where the peak region of the GW spectrum falls right into the most sensitive frequency
range of satellite experiments. Here the signal should even be detectable for choices of the
parameters that are less optimistic than those used for Fig. 3. Models of the CDM2 type
naturally fall into this region, but also the CDM1 models can be viable with a confinement scale
in that region.

The fact that TeV dark sectors predict an observable GW signal is not surprising, since here
we are in the energy range of the electroweak PT or beyond, and the observability in particular
of TeV scale strong PTs has been noted before [89–91]. The novelty here is that the dynamics
leading to this strong PT does not have to be connected to the electroweak sector of the SM,
and is therefore not in tension with the non-observation of new physics at the LHC.

For models with T⇤ ⇠ (1� 10) GeV the situation is a bit more di�cult, since the signal peak
ends up in a frequency region where neither PTA nor (e)LISA are sensitive. Looking at the
T⇤ = 3 GeV curve in Fig. 3 more closely, we see that in the best case scenario, for � = H, both
PTAs and LISA would be able to detect parts of the GW spectrum. For larger � the signal
quickly drops out of the PTA sensitivity region, however LISA remains sensitive. This is due
to the increase of the observed frequency with (�/H), which partially compensates the overall
(H/�)2 drop of the signal in the LISA sensitivity region. Therefore there is a chance to detect a

7

Hunting for phase transitions with GW
P. Schwaller ’15

http://indico.cern.ch/event/290373/session/12/contribution/16/material/slides/0.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07263
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Naturalness without 
TeV-scale New Physics:

relax!

5
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Naturalness principle @ work
Following the arguments of Wilson, ‘t Hooft (and others): 

only small numbers associated to breaking of a symmetry survive quantum corrections
( others are not necessarily theoretically inconsistent 
but they require some conspiracy at different scales )

Beautiful examples of naturalness  to understand the need of “new” physics

see for instance Giudice ’13 (and refs. therein) for a recent account

 the need of the positron to screen the electron self-energy: 

 the rho meson to cutoff the EM contribution to the charged pion mass: 

 the kaon mass difference regulated by the charm quark:

 the light Higgs boson to screen the EW corrections to gauge bosons self-energies

 ...

 new physics at the weak scale to cancel the UV sensitivity of the Higgs mass?

⇤ < me/↵em

⇤2 <
�mK

mK

6⇡2

G2
F f

2
K sin2 ✓C

⇤2 < �m2
⇡/↵em

http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701
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The Darwinian solution to the Hierarchy 
Other origin of small/large numbers according to Weyl and Dirac:

hierarchies are induced/created by time evolution/the age of the Universe

 Higgs mass-squared promoted to a field
 The field evolves in time in the early universe 

     and scans a vast range of Higgs mass
 The Higgs mass-squared relaxes to a small negative value
 The electroweak symmetry breaking stops the time-evolution of the 

dynamical system

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15

Self-organized criticality
dynamical evolution of a system is stopped at a critical point due to back-reaction

Can this idea be formulated in a QFT language? 
In which sense is it addressing the stability of small numbers at the quantum level? 

hierarchies result from dynamics not from symmetries anymore!
important consequences on the spectrum of new physics

Espinosa et al ’15

http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07551
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.09217
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.09217
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Higgs-axion cosmological relaxation

slowly rolling field (inflation provides friction) that scans the Higgs mass! 
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down further

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15

http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07551
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~interesting cosmology signatures~

 BBN constraints
 decaying DM signs in "-rays background

 ALPs
 superradiance

~interesting signatures @ SHiP~

 production of light scalars 
by B and K decays

Hierarchy problem solved
by light weakly coupled new physics 

and not by TeV scale physics

Espinosa et al ’15 Flacke et al ’16 Choi and Im ’16

~interesting atomic physics~
 change of atom sizes

http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07551
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.09217
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.09217
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1610.02025
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1610.00680
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Phenomenological signatures
Nothing to be discovered at the LHC/ILC/CLIC/CepC/SppC/FCC!

only BSM physics below Λ 

two (very) light and very weakly coupled axion-like scalar fields
m� ⇠ (10�20 � 102)GeV

m� ⇠ (10�45 � 10�2)GeV

interesting signatures in cosmology
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Conclusions

?
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Conclusions: Executive Summary

DESY
LC2013 G. Dissertori 22

BSM Searches: Executive Summary

1 · 0 = ?
number of already
performed BSM 

searches

number of 
significant/

interesting/exciting 
deviations from 
SM predictions

general state of (our) 
mind (?)

Dissertori, ECFA ’13

The LHC leaves us with the deepest mathematical pb:

33

http://arXiv.org/abs/1002.1011
https://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/getFile.py/access?contribId=18&sessionId=30&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=5840
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The Higgs boson is the Santa Maria of the 21st century:
understanding the scalar sector of the SM 

will help us grasping what lays beyond the SM

We also need the right technological tools (HL-LHC, ILC, CLIC, CepC, FCC...)
 to continue exploring the unknown

solitary Higgs boson with NO new physics at TeV scale
challenges our understanding of the quantum world

and forces a paradigm shift
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“A ship is always safe at the shore  
but that is not what it is built for” 

A. Einstein

http://arXiv.org/abs/1002.1011
https://ilcagenda.linearcollider.org/getFile.py/access?contribId=18&sessionId=30&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=5840

